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This Tutorial
Tutorial Objective
This training tutorial is designed to illustrate the functionality and capabilities provided by
GeoMedia® Map Publisher.

Tutorial Data Set
The sample data set used in the GeoMedia Map Publisher tutorial exercises represents a typical
1:50,000 scale map sheet produced by the Danish National Mapping Agency, Kort &
Matrikelstyrelsen (KMS) – Danish Ministry of the Environment, National Survey and Cadastre.
It should be noted that the original data set provided by KMS represented a completed
cartographic product prior to lithographic processing. However, liberties have been taken within
the data set in order to illustrate a typical starting point in the cartographic editing process. The
exercises provided in this tutorial do not necessarily represent standard workflows employed at
KMS, nor do the exercises claim to represent the type of cartographic edits performed at KMS.
The tutorial exercises simply illustrate standard cartographic editing procedures that mapping
agencies and mapping companies would expect to be available using a cartographic editing
software application such as GeoMedia Map Publisher.
The cartographic results produced within this training tutorial reflect the results of standard
cartographic processes and editing concepts. The resulting data set should be viewed as a
representative sample of the type of data modifications that typically occur during the
cartographic production process, and in no way illustrate the "truth on the ground."
Hexagon Geospatial would like to extend its appreciation to Kort & Matrikelstyrelsen (KMS) for
their cooperation in this endeavor.

Tutorial Text Conventions
There are several conventions used throughout the tutorial:
 Ribbon bar items are shown as: On the Aaa tab, in the Bbb group, click Ccc.
 Dialog box names, field names, and button names are depicted using Bolded Text.
 Information to be entered, either by selecting from a list or by typing, is depicted using
Italicized Text.

Tutorial Prerequisites
Familiarity with the GeoMedia Desktop.
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Section 1: Working with
Cartographic Edits

Section Objective
This section will introduce you to working with cartographic edits in GeoMedia Map Publisher.
You will learn about:


How separating the cartographic edited features from the non-edited source
features in GeoMedia can easily be accomplished



Where the relationship between the source features and the cartographic edited
features is maintained

Tools Used
GeoMedia Professional and GeoMedia Map Publisher
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Exercise 1: Working with Cartographic
Edits
Objective:
Learning how to work with cartographic edits.

Task 1: Working with Cartographic Edits
Once cartographic edits are performed in GeoMedia Map Publisher, a unique relationship is
established between the original source features and their cartographic edited counterparts. The
management of this relationship is evident in two places in the GeoWorkspace: the map window
legend and the GMMapPublisher category.
The map window legend in GeoMedia Map Publisher provides the unique capability of not only
portraying instance-based cartographic edits, but also combines the non-edited source features
and the cartographic edited features into a single legend entry, even if the source features and
cartographic edited features are stored in separate warehouses. The GMMapPublisher category
provides the ability to access the combined non-edited source and cartographic edits as a single
record set for the features processed. Throughout GeoMedia, commands provide access to
features through treeviews in a drop-down list, as illustrated below with the Attribute Query
command.
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When accessing cartographic features for subsequent processing, there are currently two
options: select from the original source, or select from the combined non-edited source and
cartographic edits.
To select from the original source, simply select from the features listed in the available
warehouse connection treeview (KMS 50K Source as illustrated above), or the Queries
treeview. To select from the combined non-edited source and the cartographic edits, simply
select from the GMMapPublisher categories treeview, as illustrated below.

The example above portrays the content of the GMMapPublisher category after performing the
cartographic edits in the previous tutorials. All of the cartographic edits were performed on
source features resident in the KMS 50K Source warehouse connection, and that is the reason
why the KMS 50K Source branch appears in the GMMapPublisher category treeview. Selection
of the entries in this treeview will contain the combined non-edited source and the cartographic
edits for the feature selected, with one exception: converted geometries.
In this example, there are three 'Converted' legend entries that are not found in the original
KMS 50K Source connection. These additional entries are the result of GeoMedia Map Publisher
commands that required the addition of new feature geometries due to changes in a feature's
geometric delineation. Converted Hoejsp is the result of the Convert Linear Pattern command,
where a linear geometry was converted to a compound geometry --necessary for storing the
original linear alignment along with the point geometries for each of the patterned elements.
Converted Lav_bebyg is the result of the Suppress Feature Segment command, where the
original area geometry was converted to a compound geometry--necessary for storing the area fill
separately from the area boundary which was suppressed. Converted Vindmll is the result of the
Convert Symbol command, where a point symbol was converted to a compound geometry-necessary for storing the individual base components of the symbol for subsequent editing.
It is important to note that the relationship between the source features and the cartographic
edited features is maintained in the GeoWorkspace, not in the cartographic edits warehouse.
Separating the cartographic edited features from the non-edited source features in GeoMedia can
easily be accomplished by querying on the CartoEditType attribute, which is assigned as
cartographic edits occur in GeoMedia Map Publisher.
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You can either continue working with the workspace from the previous tutorial or open the
following workspace: C:\GeoMedia Desktop Training\Introduction to Mapping Manager\GeoMedia
Map Publisher\Lessons\Lesson 8 Working with Cartographic Edits\Lesson 8 Working with
Cartographic Edits.gws
1. Select Analysis > Attribute Query.
The Attribute Query dialog box displays.
2. In Select features in, expand the GMMapPublisher category treeview, and select
Skov in the KMS 50K Source list of features.

3. Click the Filter button.
The Filter dialog box displays.
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4. In the Attributes list box, highlight CartoEditType, and click the Show Values
button. Click Yes on the GeoMedia Professional message that appears.
5. In the Attributes group, highlight the CartoEditType attribute and click the down
arrow.
6. In the Operators group, click <> (not equal).
7. In the Values group, highlight the Non-edited Source value and click the down
arrow.
8. Click OK.
9. On the Attribute Query dialog box, type Cartographic Edits of Skov for the Query
name. Uncheck Display query in map window.

10. Click OK.
A new data window is displayed that identifies those feature instances that have had
cartographic edits performed on them. These are the edits made to Skov in the
previous tutorials.
The CartoEditType attribute assigned during cartographic editing can be used in
subsequent processes to distinguish between feature instances that have had
cartographic edits performed on them versus those feature instance that have not
had cartographic edits. This attribute value can also be filtered to determine the type
of cartographic edit performed: style, geometry, converted, and so forth.
11. Select File > Save GeoWorkspace.
12. Exit GeoMedia Professional.
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